1947 harley davidson knucklehead

Images are general in nature and may not reflect the specific vehicle selected. A four-speed
gearbox was offered from the start, and 61 ci and 74 ci knuckleheads were built until As for the
initial teething problems with the new engine, these were mainly characterized by trouble
regulating oil flow to the valves. By , however, a re-circulating oil system had alleviated the
issue, and by the oil supply problem was solved with a gear-driven centrifugal pump with a
bypass valve for higher up in the rev range. The 74 ci model that was introduced in was
supposedly for sidecar use, but it was more likely a step to face challenge of the big Indian
Chiefs, which were notably fast. This was the model that was dubbed the FL. The year also saw
the clutch grow in size by 65 percent as well as an improved air cleaner, quieter muffler and 50
percent larger rear brake. Gauges also became black-faced and both the hand-shift and
foot-clutch mechanisms were improved. The US entry into the Second World War shortly
thereafter meant that American manufacturing attention turned to military production, and only
a few OHV models were produced during hostilities. When civilian production resumed in ,
sales of the E and F series boomed still the same base, sports and sidecar models. In , the
number was closer to 20 percent. For all Hagerty Insurance clients: The values shown do not
imply coverage in this amount. In the event of a claim, the guaranteed value s on your policy
declarations page is the amount your vehicle s is covered for, even if the value displayed here is
different. If you would like to discuss your Hagerty Insurance policy, please call us at
Motorcycle 2-cyl. Get a Quote. Model Overview Images are general in nature and may not reflect
the specific vehicle selected. The bike is for sale due to the seller wishing to pursue other
projects, and thus needing the capital freed up to do so. The overhead valve design came at an
important time for Harley, as the country had weathered the economic impacts of the Great
Depression and WWII, and consumer confidence was again surging. Harley as a company saw
its sales plummet during the volatile Depression years , so the success of the overhead valve
engine was critical to getting back on its feet. Early reports indicated the engine was indeed a
winner, but that top end leaks delayed its introduction. Among the original features are the
frame, fork , tanks, engine, transmission, wheels, brakes, and more. The belly numbers match
up, too. Survivors will always command a premium in the marketplace. Showroom restorations
has always been a US anomaly. Only in this country do we take examples of history and
dissasemble them, paint them, chrome them, shiny them up and delude ourselves into thinking
we have improved them! How many times have we seen ads which say, 20k dollars invested, as
though they have made improvements. It would have been born 6 volt. Many owners convert
them to The cut-out was a bugger to set. Then, after a great day, the daggoned thing would
either decide NOT to cut in; or the points would arc and weld themselves together, turning your
generator into a motor when you shut the engine down. What was just as bad was the drive gear
was held onto the armature shaft with a steel pin, which tended to work its way out then go
through the timing gears and clean house. In addition to the Two-Brush combination being
more reliable the armature shaft was threaded, with a castlated nut holding the gear in place.
And yes, the old gear slid onto the shaft of a newer generator and was retained with a nut just
fine. I might add that Loctite was a great inventionâ€¦. As the baby boomers age, their long
hidden treasures are resurfacing. Financial squeeze or estate disinterest is putting them back
into circulation. A lot of beautiful iron is coming to market. They probably never talked about it.
Nice find. It was difficult to tell the difference between the 61 inch EL from the 74 inch FL. I wish
that for once I could have a windfall that would allow me to get one of theseâ€¦. There were a lot
of 90 year olds out there that knew how to raise a little hell in their day.. Don't post your car for
sale in the comments. Click here to get it featured on the homepage instead. Or subscribe
without commenting. Subscribe to our free daily email to continue reading:. No thanks, maybe
later. Already have an account? Log in. Barn Finds. Jeff Lavery. More: Harley Davidson. Like
This? Get Our Daily Email. Comments John Skeadas. Fred W. I might add that Loctite was a
great inventionâ€¦ Jay E. Howard A Member. Chris M. I agree and hopefully such iron will begin
to be sold at realistic pricing. I wish that for once I could have a windfall that would allow me to
get one of theseâ€¦ 2. Quite a story. Great old bike. No Reserve: Chevrolet Corvette. Frequency:
Daily. Get Daily Email Updates:. Signup for our free daily newsletter: Unsubscribe anytime.
Enjoying Barn Finds? Subscribe to our free daily email to continue reading: No thanks, maybe
later. Free View Limit Reached! This FL Knucklehead is a largely original survivor that offers its
next owner a few choices. There is no doubt that it could be a stunning machine if properly
restored. Even though it has been said that you can never have enough of a good thing, he has
taken the tough decision to part with this beauty. The Harley is mostly original, and its condition
is very respectable for a motorcycle of this age. Their owners tend to be very protective of their
machines and also tend to preserve their originality wherever possible. This machine would
garner just as much attention and respect as-is that it would if fully restored. The steel is all
straight, with no dings or dents. The chrome is showing some pitting and corrosion, but this

merely adds to the overall character. The owner has performed one piece of restoration that is
very sensible. The wheel hubs are original, but the wheels have been rebuilt with new rims and
spokes. There is probably no single aspect of a classic motorcycle subjected to greater stress
levels than the spokes. That can definitely ruin your day. The Knucklehead engine first
appeared in , and it was fitted to new Harley-Davidsons until That makes this FL one of the last
to feature this motor. With a capacity of 74ci, this classic V-Twin should be pumping out 53hp.
This machine features a 4-speed transmission, which was standard Harley fare at this time. The
engine and transmission are original, with everything wearing the correct date codes. When you
buy a classic Harley-Davidson, you are not just buying a motorcycle. You are buying into an
entire lifestyle. Harley owners are generally passionate people, and as a group, they tend to be
incredibly supportive of their two-wheeled brethren. These will never be a cheap investment, but
history shows that values of classics like this FL Knucklehead continue to increase in the face
of some of the most adverse conditions imaginable. That means that if you are looking for a
solid investment proposition that will provide far more enjoyment than a Share Certificate,
maybe the time is right to throw your leg over this old beauty. Keep it clean, keep it lubricated,
and drive it as is. Lot more fun using it than spending time an money restoring it. Only a
knucklehead would do anything to deviate what the seller and previous owners have done;
leave this old gal as-isâ€¦ just have safety in mind. Great find! If it runs, ride it as is! Question for
everybody looking. Study the upper part of pic wheer the case stud goes through. PJW-Great
eye! There sure does appear to be a crack in that case directly related to the case bolt. The
Vintage motorcycle culture is very different from the car culture. I would all but guarantee this
bike will not be restored anytime soon. Too rich for my blood. I really use my cars so cant justify
the value here. I could by 5 really nice used Harleys for 56k, one for each of my friends if I had
any â€¦. You would have friends If you bought 5 really nice Harleys for them.. I would go through
the motor, bring it up to stock specs. That would include rings, pistons, all needed head work,
general re-gasket the motor, refresh the transmission, brakes and service the charging system.
The goal would be a safe and reasonably reliable Knuck. Just changing the oils, points and new
chain would still leave you with a bike with hidden problems. Gas tanks can be rusted and or
gummed as with the rest of the fuel system. This bike can be a fun old bike after a complete
inspection and repair. Once had a 49, this one is a whole lot better than what I had. Mine was a
basket case when I got it, kind of like a Johnny Cash item â€” one piece at a time. It had parts
from so many different bikes, it was a tale in itself. Should have had a pan head, but in fact had
a knucklehead engine with it. Took a long time and many owed debts to turn 5 boxes into one
bike. This one looks so much better than what I started with. As usual, I sure am in the minority
here, I think it looks like a POS, sorry, motorcycles, to me, are like dogs, they are a direct
reflection of the owner. We I all grumble how the patina fad is silly, yet, when it comes to vintage
bikes, this is acceptable? You want to be seen on a relic like this? Spiff it out, man, make it look
nice, wassamatter with all you? With all the junky looking vehicles that come through here, I
think some of you forgot what nice paint and chrome look like. Come on, am I really the last
man standing here? Geomechs, help!! Yes a very slim minority. Medorry Christmas! Its
beautiful. Just stating that the engine would have to come apart in order to repair that correctly.
Then the fun begins!! I got both kinda friends and we can still all ride togetherâ€¦. Just like the
autos â€” I hop in if it drives take it home ona trailer? Do diligence ay start B4 purchase, it
certainly duz after. A few wks in or as necessary after dailyin it IT tells ME. After 3 mo? I have
come to understand these specific vehicles and this one in articular, I have researched each
component after 30 â€” 90 yrs of hwys who knows what an OP might have done. I know
capabilities and typical performance MPGs and pep mods. I tend more toward the resto than the
rest0mod so like enhancements that are stealth. I buy what I am passionate abt. Shoot to drive it
free well, my labor and wholesale prts, overhead comes out of the sale. I had a Harley 45 in Wish
I had kept it. It was numbers matching, low original miles too, so a bargain at any price asked
here it seems. Don't post your car for sale in the comments. Click here to get it featured on the
homepage instead. Or subscribe without commenting. Subscribe to our free daily email to
continue reading:. No thanks, maybe later. Already have an account? Log in. Barn Finds. Adam
Clarke. Like This? Get Our Daily Email. Comments bobhess Member. Chris M. Ride it.
Nevadahalfrack Member. Dangerous Dave. Peter J Weinzierl. RoughDiamond Member. I could
by 5 really nice used Harleys for 56k, one for each of my friends if I had any â€¦ 1. Super Glide.
Howard A Member. I got both kinda friends and we can still all ride togetherâ€¦ Just like the
autos â€” I hop in if it drives take it home ona trailer? No Reserve: Chevrolet Corvette.
Frequency: Daily. Get Daily Email Updates:. Signup for our free daily newsletter: Unsubscribe
anytime. Enjoying Barn Finds? Subscribe to our free daily email to continue reading: No thanks,
maybe later. Free View Limit Reached! Make Harley-Davidson. Model Touring. All paperwork on
restoration in hand. I am not a dealer and can not answer most questions. The bike is stored

inside my house. This bike is for a special person, all original lights, riding bags, etc. Model
Knucklehead. This bike is for the serious vintage Harley collector. Last year of the Knucklehead.
This bike has had the same owner for the last 63 years You also read correctly This bike has
This is a turn the key, kick it and fire it right up, ride and enjoy antique Harley Knucklehead.
Does not need any work whatsoever to enjoy. Runs and rides great. Everything works!
Headlight works, horn works, tail light works, speedometer backlighting works, and dash lights
work! Bike has just received a fresh oil change with Harley 60 weight oil, fresh autolite spark
plugs, brand new Harley 6-volt battery, and fresh gas. There is no rust inside the gas tanks at
all. The original Linkert carburetor works great with no issues. Bike has no leaking at all. Couple
small drips under the outer primary as usual from the chain oiler. Again this Harley has had the
same owner for the last 63 years. He bought the bike at 17 years old from a friend the original
owner on August 6th, He has owned the bike ever since until recently having made the decision
at 80 years old to sell the bike. I have the entire history of ownership available from the past 63
years, and am happy to share the amazing story of the bike's history and ownership. Aside from
regular servicing of the bike, very very little has been done to this motorcycle during the last 63
years. The original seat rotted and fell apart so the seat was replaced. The original muffler
cracked along the lower welded seam, so the muffler was also replaced. During the original
owner's term of ownership during the first five years of the bike's life the original motor went
bad. It was replaced and upgraded to a 74" Knucklehead engine which was a huge upgrade due
to increased motor size and power. Please take the time to look over all 24 photos that I have
here. I have many more photos available should any prospective buyer want them. Just call and
ask for them. I also welcome and encourage the opportunity to show this bike in person by
appointment to any prospective buyer should they have any questions to the condition or
integrity of this antique Harley. The real Harley collectors know what they are looking at here.
Low ballers and traders need not waste their time or mine. It would be an insult to the bike. You
just can't find them. This show brings in attendees and serious buyers from all over the world. If
any serious prospective buyer wishes to have an advance showing of this motorcycle to answer
any questions that they may have then feel free to call me to set up an appointment for an in
person viewing. Obviously this bike is sold in AS-IS condition. There is NO actual, implied,
written or expressed warranty or guarantee of any kind whatsoever. There is no refunds or
rebates. The day you buy the bike it then becomes your motorcycle. If you the prospective
buyer have any questions on this '47 Harley Knucklehead, then you call me and make an
appointment to come see it in person to answer any and all questions that you may have as to
the condition and integrity of this Harley. This Harley will be sold with an in-person sale. To be
crystal clear that means that this will be a funds in hand transaction. That way you pay for the
bike in person with funds in hand and then leave with your bike and title in hand for the bike. I
have in hand a clean August 6th, dated Pennsylvania title in hand for this Harley showing the
correct Vin. The title is ready for transfer to the new owner. I also have the original jacket and
helmet that the owner had used for the last 63 years! The jacket is a Durable brand front quarter
Horsehide jacket and vintage white half helmet. The jacket and helmet are from when the bike
was purchased. The jacket and helmet will be included with the sale of the bike. All questions
and comments on this motorcycle will be handled prior to the sale and not after. I have
accurately and honestly described this antique Harley to the best of my ability. I look forward to
hearing from the serious buyers. Any questions? Thanks and good luck! The motor and
transmission have matching numbers and less than miles since complete over haul on both.
New paint. For more details please contact Blaine at Many more pictures old and new. This bike
is ready to show or ride whatever you are into. Make Kawasaki. Make Honda. Model CTX N. OOL
Bike! Take a look at this bad to the bone IRON All original bike with awesome Charcoal Denim
paint and rear coilover shocks. Still covered under the full factory warranty until March of
Excellent condition, never down, clean title and only miles. Not even broken in yet! Tires are a
year old. Well maintained. Includes all-weather bike cover and original mufflers. Extremely fun
to ride! Leather saddle bags Just had a tune-up by Kelly's Kawasaki about miles ago and a new
front tire put on at the same time, rear tire still in good condition. Make Suzuki. Excellent
condition, runs great, low miles, garage kept. Selling since I bought a larger bike. There are also
all-new gauges and redesigned saddlebags that open easily with one hand. You get nothing
less than the latest in materials and technology. The amount of torque and horsepower it
delivers over the RPM range is in direct proportion to the feeling it gives you when you roll on
the throttle. We know what riders want from a motorcycle engine because we ve been building
them for years. Locked-up tires are now history even when there s wet pavement. We ve made it
feel even better to lean your way through a turn. Now you can see better. And we ve made you
more conspicuous to the cage-driving public. Hollywood, FL. Lawrenceville, GA. Fairbury, IL.
Waterford, MI. Lebanon, OH. Mill Valley, CA. Eau Gallie, FL. Alert Successfully Created. Save

search. Motorcycles for Sale Harley Knucklehead. Category - Engine - Posted Over 1 Month.
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Cancel. Refine your search. Belt 8 Chain 5. Electric 9. Google Ads. Refine search. Tucson, AZ 2
years ebay. Please look at the pictures, as they show, the true condition of the bike. Low
mileage on motor Belt Transmission. The transmission shifts fine clutch works very well so do
the brakes I can keep up with all the guys on the newer bike as well very nice 47 Bullneck frame
OEM in-line Springer real Flanders bars and Flanders risers Real 41 to 46 speedometer with
green face working 18 inch star hub wheels wrapped in Dunlop K70 tires Real gas tanks with
correct Fox emblems OEM rear fender OEM leather seat.. Matching belly numbers Engine
number 47 EL this bike runs very well in the back roads as well as the highways motor has
approximately Miles rebuilt Leather seat. Very nice original uncut UU frame. Martinez, CA 2
years ebay. Motor kicks over and transmission shifts. Frame, Springer Front end, Motor,
Transmission and wheels are all original. Seat had the original pan leather has been redone and
the bags have been redone. Has late model disk brake for front but original drum brake for back.
It does have an original frame and transmission is Only a little over miles since rebuild. Easily
one of the nicest original paint's in the world. Amherst, OH 3 years ebay. The transmission and
engine both have had recent freshening up rebuilds so both are good to go for a long time. It
has a panhead straight leg frame. Colorado Springs, CO 3 years ebay. New paint on the frame,
tanks, and fenders.. Paint is a stock color. Original parts: tanks, fenders, frame, front end,
handle bars. Motor has about 20, miles on it, and runs very strong. During the restoration I
installed a new speedometer, it has miles on it. I have personally ridden this motorcycle roughly
miles. The case numbers are matching as for the sheet metal on the bike it was painted about 8
years ago it is still a 6volt system runs great oem carb the frame has not been altered due to my
knowledge knuckleheads are becoming hard to find in oe condition clean title in hand. Seller's
Comments and Description: Harley Davidson knucklehead is in super nice condition for its age
engine cases have not been broken or welded on. Excellent Condition, runs great!!!!. Motor and
Tranny was completely rebuilt with only approximately miles put on it since re-build. Santee
Frame, original sheet metal Miles. Custom paint with scratches, dents and touch up. Molded
early Pan frame. About 6, miles ago I removed the engine,transmission,gas tank and
speedometer. Seat is new old stock 70's style with custom matched sissy bar pad. What I know
of the bike is that its a Original 47 FL with matching numbers, original heads aftermarket
cylinders and cam cover, Panhead ratchet top tranny, Repop Knuckle frame frame, Hydroglide
front end, drum front and rear brakes, ect.. Chain Transmission. The frame was once chopped
and has been put back to stock. Freshly painted aftermarket tanks with stick on badges, pingel
fuel shutoff. It does have an original frame and transmission is xxxx. Frame has factory steering
lock.. Some parts are re-pop fenders and I'm not sure about the tank. The frame is a bull neck
that has been restored with all stock br
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ackets and fittings. This is an exact replica in new condition. Kick and electric start. The motor
has just over miles since it was completely rebuilt. Bike runs good, shifts good, has perfect VIN
pad and un-altered VIN, with matching line-bore engine case belly numbers. This bike was built
to be ridden and runs great with only miles in 9 years, it's time to sell. Pike Road, AL 4 years
americanlisted. Seller's comments and description: this hd knucklehead runs and rides perfect!
I have personally ridden this motorcycle roughly xxxx miles. Frame is as close to perfect as
they come, has no modifications and has never been cut. I believe it to have original paint on
sheet metal and frame. This bike is in original unrestored condition Electric Engine. Correct,
OEM parts include the engine, transmission, frame open brake stay with correct hallmarks ,
springer fron. Collinsville, IL 4 years showmethead. Here is a real nice xxxx harley davidson
knucklehead. Site map Contact Us Privacy Policy.

